BUILD IT
An idea can become reality at this six-week summer program for high school students.

BLUE STAMP ENGINEERING
WHERE STUDENTS CREATE!
BlueStamp is unparalleled in what it offers. It’s a program that wants to teach students how to succeed on their own, solve problems, learn what failure tastes like, and how to embrace that failure.

- David D., BlueStamp Student

BUILD THE MOTIVATION

- Each student selects a project he/she is passionate about, instilling a love for engineering.
- Each student creates their own webpage on the BlueStamp website, a source of documentation they can later use to showcase personal achievements to colleges and employers.

EMBRACE THE EXPERIENCE

- Students learn what it’s like to complete a real engineering project before attending college.
- Projects, tools, and equipment are similar to those used by universities and engineering companies.
- All projects involve the complete design cycle, with all the challenges, pitfalls, and rewards.
- Students can use program to prepare for technical clubs in high school/college.

GAIN THE INSIGHT

- Students find failure to be a stepping stone, not an end destination.
- Students hear from professionals to understand the many career options that exist for engineers and entrepreneurs.
- Students gain an understanding of the daily tasks a design engineer faces.
BlueStamp Engineering (BSE) is a six-week summer program for high school students to build projects they find personally interesting. Our students conceive and create projects with the following deliverables:
- working prototypes (to keep)
- complete design documentation
- webpage + videos explaining the design

This presents a rare opportunity to challenge students, giving them clear insight into what it’s like to work in technology.

**PROGRAM DETAILS:**
- Students define all their projects
- 6 weeks at 4 hours/day: mid-June through July
- 3-to-1 student to staff ratio
- Entrepreneurship discussions led by industry experts; topics include how to start a company
- We also offer a 1-week introductory program. Ask for details.

The summer my son spent at BSE was rich and inspiring, and pivotal to his decision to pursue a career in engineering. The instructors were talented and supportive, and the guest speakers leaders in their fields. Chris finished the summer having gained a tremendous amount of engineering knowledge and a ton of confidence. He is charged up for a career in engineering. BlueStamp is fantastic!

- Lexie C., BlueStamp parent

Our students typically demonstrate a previous interest in technology and the desire to create it first hand. No previous experience is required.

Thank you for the wonderful experience you gave me, and helping me learn a lot of things that will help me in the future. Thank you to my mentors who not only taught me things, but helped me answer all my questions by learning on my own. I loved BlueStamp, and learning not only from you, but also the guest speakers was a lifetime experience I will never forget!

- Taiwo L., BlueStamp student
GREAT THINGS GET NOTICED

BlueStamp Engineering is an acclaimed program, featured on various speaking panels and local news programming. The curriculum has been designed by professional engineers, academics, and technology entrepreneurs to provide an experience that closely mimics a real world setting.

Apply now! Rolling admissions open January 1.

www.BlueStampEngineering.com